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With workers operating across the globe, the 
engineering team at Qualcomm invested in Tempus 

Resource for greater insight into their resource 
capacity and scenario planning. 

“[Tempus Resource] offers very strong resource modelling capabilities in 
an intuitive UI… the project allocation screen is very easy to yield, and I 

think the usability is something that’s really been appreciated.”

Zhihong (Eric) Qin, 
Engineering Director, Qualcomm
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Qualcomm & 
Tempus Resource

Qualcomm are a multinational telecommunications company, a frontrunner in the 
mobile revolution that connects billions of people around the world. Founded in 1985, 
the company specializes in building chips for mobiles, most notably the Snapdragon 
System-on-a-Chip that is inside most Android smartphones. The company is head-
quartered in San Diego, CA, but operates across 224 different locations worldwide. 

Qualcomm chose Tempus Resource to:

• Improve their scenario planning and resource allocation 
• Extend the resource management capabilities of their internally-built software
• Unify resource allocation of teams across different countries

Qualcomm Address:

5775 Morehouse Drive
San Diego, CA 92121
Phone: (858) 586-1121
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A truer focus on 
resource management

Qualcomm’s primary function is the designing and developing of intel for mobile phones‒if you 
use an Android smartphone, there’s most likely a Qualcomm chip working inside the device. 
Zhihong (Eric) Qin‒an Engineering Director at Qualcomm ‒and his team are responsible for the 
sourcing of requirements to provide the best management, product planning and resource man-
agement tools for Qualcomm so projects are as quick and problem-free as possible.

Qualcomm invested in Tempus Resource as one of three different resource management solu-
tions to help them optimize resource allocation and improve their projects, Eric explains, with the 
eventual goal of moving forward with the software most suited to their needs:

“Thus far, we have been using a combination of ‘homegrown’, internally-developed 
resource management tools, excel-based tools and third-party tools, so we have three 
resource management systems currently in place. We’re looking to narrow that down into 
one tool eventually when we figure out which one is best-suited to our projects. But we still 
plan to use Tempus for the long-term, providing the tool can continue to improve on its 
functionality, its scalability and extensibility. Those are the things we’re working on closely 
with ProSymmetry to improve for us.”

Qualcomm decided to use this combination 
of solutions as Eric identified a level of func-
tionality was missing from their internal-
ly-developed software. Tempus Resource 
was chosen to fill in those gaps. 
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Improved functionality 
without sacrificing usability

When planning a new project, Eric and his team make several concerted decisions: 

• How will the new product take shape? 
• Who are the best people for the tasks at hand? 
• What are the timelines based on resource capacity and loading? 

“There’s a lot of ‘what-if’ enquiry involved in these sort of questions” Eric says. “Our home-
grown project management tool is based on Excel, which is both good and bad. Excel is 
easy to use and supports integration of our business logic. But it’s also a widely-accessible 
platform, which means it’s not really going to evolve much further when it comes to 
resource management. Microsoft is not heavily involved in the future of Excel. That means 
there’s a bunch of limitations we can’t get rid of. Our homegrown software can help in 
terms of accuracy, but it cannot answer these kinds of questions regarding scenario plan-
ning. That’s where Tempus Resource is really useful, and we know that the software will 
continue to be updated and expanded upon. That was one of the key factors in our decision 
to invest in Tempus Resource.”

“Another reason we purchased Tempus Resource was due to its resource modelling capa-
bilities. It offers some very strong online capabilities, and the user interface is intuitive and 
very easy to get along with. The project allocation screen is very easy to yield and I think 
the usability is something that’s we’ve appreciated.”

With multiple resource management tools, Qualcomm currently deploys Tempus Resource as 
standalone software. Rather than integrating across platforms, the ultimate goal for Qualcomm 
is to use one tool for all their resource management needs. 

“At this point we don’t integrate our Excel data with Tempus. The eventual goal would be 
integrating at the front-end so it becomes one tool. That would make things easier on us, 
having the data in a centralized space.”
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Unifying 
multinational teams

As a global company, connecting so many different people and teams comes with its difficulties. 
Eric highlights two key areas Tempus Resource helps in this regard: 

“We have our headquarters in the U.S. in San Diego, but we also have a lot of people in the 
San Jose area and in India. By moving some of these teams into Tempus, it enables more 
consistent resource planning and allocation process across all regions. All our teams can 
use the same tool, which unifies our processes. We can manage resources across these 
locations, report on the resource cost and plan more consistently across countries.”

“The second thing is visibility into resource cost for individual projects. One of the great 
features that came to Tempus Resource recently was resource allocation reports. These 
make visualizing our resource capacity versus loading much easier, and provide us with a 
lot of real-time visibility, which is very useful.”

As Engineering Director, Eric has been involved in the set-up and implementation of Tempus 
Resource from the beginning. He was pleased with how easy the tool was to implement:

“Initial setup was pretty easy. We are 
still in the early stages of deployment, 
and so there are some kinks that need 
to be worked out, but we’ve been work-
ing closely with ProSymmetry to get 
them sorted—and their support has 
been there from the beginning. It is a 
new tool, but it definitely has a bright 
future.”

Amy Pullman
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What is 
Tempus Resource?

Named Gartner Cool Vendor 2016, Tempus 
Resource is a real-time resource manage-
ment software that uses powerful ‘What-if’ 
simulations to model project data. It helps 
organizations of any size, of any level of 
project management maturity, to make 
risk-free, data-driven resource decisions. 

Contact ProSymmetry for a free Tempus 
Resource trial or demo

877-880-8788

866-495-1734 

info@prosymmetry.com

www.prosymmetry.com

@ProSymmetry 

Corporate Place 
25800 Science Park Dr., 
Suite 140 Beachwood, 
OH 44122


